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NATO'S INTERACTING MODELS OF NATIONAL MOBILIZATION

NATO's first objective in a period of" East-West ternsion is to

convince Soviet leaders that it can mount a defensive effort capable

of rendering any attack by the Warsaw Pact both costly and uncertain

of success. As a former Chairman of NATO's Militarv Committee writes,

"The whole NATO enterprise is about deterrence and everything within

the Alliance . [is] there simply and solely to create and sustain

this one overridin2 el-nent."* Thus, the Alliance must be able in

timely fashion to man its defenses with sufficient combat-ready forces

to dissuade a hostile Politburo awy from any expectation of a Quick

and cheap advance across Western Europe.

Alliance nations have found prohibitive the costs of manning 4
I

their NATO forward defense positions fully and continually with active I
duty personnel. .ccordinaly, they have adopted various modes of

mobilizing their national resources in time of crisis to bring their

deploVed forces in Europe up to effective wartime strength. Meeting

the challenge of deterrence, nowever, means getting a proper

combination of forces together and moving them to their forward

positions in time to make a difference.

This problem is particularly demanding with respect to NATO's

central region. Here, unlike the flanks, a credible deterrent posture I-
is the mutual responsibility of seven different nations within NATO's

current military command structure.** This paper examines the dii-

ferent processes by which these nations plan to mobilize their resour-

ces and move their reinforcements into position. It also identifies

problems likely to be encountered In coordinating the simultaneous

flow of these resources in the central region and suggests some areas

where improvement can be made.

'Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Peter hill-Norton, .No QflOo:Ijh Politico-Military Realties of NATO (Montreal, McGill-Queens
University Press, I17), p. 21.

"**Be1 ium, (ýanada, he Federal Republic of Germany (FPG),
I 'u'c c. V"• , hC ' c , : L i•,'.• ,,o - , t hs' , U ... ... :. ;'i',- u-,• , and t ic Ui-it, d
states. Prance, still a member of NATO but not currently placing its !11
forces under NATO's military command structure, also has a military
role In defense of the central region under a bilateral agreement with I"
the FRG.



EIFFERENT APPROACHES CTO ,,ILIZATI.I' A

As used in this paper, mobilization tc reinforce NATO encoapasse:

the assembly of availablc mancower--both active and reserve--

materiel and transportation resources and their deployment so that

they can be integrated directly intc Allied Command Europe's deterrent

or defrnsive posture. Some of thesx÷ resources would be diverted from

lower priority activities within the nations' active duty military

establishments. Other resources would be activated from reserve

status and called into ryovernmert service from the civilian economic

sector. Once formal mobilization begins, not. only would additional

manpower be made available for all the military services, but some

private commnercial enterprises would come under public cc~ntrol, some

transportation resources would be reouisitioned uv the state, and

civilian emergency administrative agencies woulJ be activated. In

short, the way of cond:icting daily business in the nations of the

Alliance would be altered substantially.

To be sure, these are not steps which NATO members weuld take

lIghtly. Indeed, each of them no doubt would prefer avoiding such

measures until their need had been made absolutely clear. The

motivation and circumstances which would be required to obtain the

national decisions to mobilize and reinforce NATO are outside the

scope of this paper. So are the considerations of national sovereignty

that might serve to delay such decisions. The Daper deals, rather,

with problems of manaring the reinforcement resources which the

different national mobilization processes can make available,

Among the nations participating in the reinforcement of NPTO's

central region, two imudels of national mobilization have emorged. c,.
may be labeled a Continental model in that its central features are

incorporated in the mobilization procedures of all continental nations

with central revion responsibilities, including France. The other

will bc called an Anig1o-American m.odel; described principallv by the

common practices of Canada, the United Kingdom, arid the 1lnit-d ita~s.

The central features of" the Continertal mobilization model are

listed briefly in Fig. 1.



o Conscription of active military manpower
o Reserve obligaticn for both conscripts and volunteers
o Reservist augmentation of active combat units
o Pre-mobilization recall of selected ground force reservists
o Active cadre in large reserve ground combat units

intended for NATO service
o Formal mobilization for bulk of recalls and for civil

activations.

Fig. 1--Continental model of national mobilization.

All the continental nations in NATO provide for the bulk of their

military manpower in peacetlme by maintaining programs of military

conscription. Eligibility ages vary slightly from nation to nation

and the terms of required active military service range from 6 to 15

months. For most conscripts, this means service in the ground forces,

but vclunteerism for that scrvice and, for the navies and air forces

as well, is stimulated by the national conscription. Conscripts=

receive their training and pcrfc.-m their service obligation in regular

TO&E units. At the completion of this service, however, they and the

volunteers must also undertake a reserve obligation, usually until age

49 or 50. In the Federal Republic and in the Netherlands, this period

of reserve duty is shorter if the reservist is neither an NCO or

officer. I
All continental NATO nations rely on reservists to augment active

combat units that are maintained below authorized strength during

peacetime. Although filling out some combat support and combat

service support units by this process as well, much of this L
augmentation occurs directly to combat maneuver units. In most cases,
this would be accomplished by individual reservists who would be

assigned to units as fillers soon after activation, One notable

exception ib the Nthprlands, whose RIM system enables augmentation to • .

occur by small units.* Companies of conrcripLs, organized at the time

of their initial active duty training, remain intact during a

:Lfc ;,crIod ,- rc-~r','• rt '.-t ý -- ' j 1 't.L,,ateo as uILLS to

augment predesignated Army battalions. Understrength battalions, to

Q h ile -TLn tr &uiyo i abt, wh'ch may br 'ranslated a,-
"direct intake modbilizeable."

: . .' / (*



be so augmented upon mobilization, populate most of the Netherlands'

active brigades during peacetime.

As part of the procedures which scvereign -uvcrnments normally

develop for advancing the readiness of their Lilitary forces in time

of crisis, some continental reservists are selected for recall prior

to formal mobilization. The mi-nisters of defense for all NAPTO's

continental merbers have boen 'ranted authority by their respective

parliaments for earl'y' recall Cf specified 7iumbers of ground force

reservists. This authority enables key positions anrd units to be

filled early in a crisis withcut fanfare and without the economic and

psychological disruption which full-scale mobilization inevitably

levies on the civilian population. in several cases, the reservists

subject to these early recall measure.. are recently discharged and

during a specified period thereafter are under obligation to return to

their former units to replace conscripts who have not yet completed

the initial traininF. In the Federal Republ- and the Netherlands,

the personnel who return to serve this function are actually still on

active duty but or. leave status. Manr of them enter yet another rapid

recall category upon Lheir official discharge int-o the reserves.

Continental nations havinr defense respcnsibilities in NATO's

central region organize some of their reservists into large ground

combat units that are intended for NATO service upon activation.

After forming, they would have to assemble their enuipment and move

into their assigned defensive positions in the Federai Republic.

These units include active duty cadre in peacetime. The technical

capabilities and experience of these acLive soidiers provide a

st. ffeninp around which the reservists in the unit can more readily

asstene their combat roles when called into active service.

Within each of the continental NPTh' nations, formal mobilization

must be declared bef-or the ;ast maioritv u, . ,n.

recalled tc active dtv. Formal mob .lizatior is neee-:sary also for

invoking the emergency powers needed to augment central administrative

agencies and reorganize the essential civil services in support of

national defernse. 'n mort f these -countries with central region

re:ponsibilitic.. full ca i:ct cct '.If at! that is- uaued to C



obtain mobilization order; only in the Federal Republic is it I
necessary to obtain a prior declaration of national emervency by the
parliament (Bundestag) The parliaments of all continental natio-,

however, may be expected to affect the extent of mobilization in

subsecuent debate and to exert strona influence on the specific

measures which their respective governments' actions entail.

Angl -nricaun M'odel

The Anglo-American model of national mobilization contains the

features shown in Fiv. 2.

o Reliance on volunteers for both active and reserve
manpower

o Reserve obligation for regular enlistees
o Variation in reservist augmentation of active

combat units
SNo formal provision for pre-mobilization recall

of ground force reservists
o Earv, reinforcemPnt of NATO with active forces
o Wide variation in size of reserve ground combat

units and role of active cadre
o Formal mobilization required for significant

recalls and readiness advancement

Fig. 2--Anglo-American model of national mobilization.

Unlike the continental nations, the Anglo-American members of

NATO* man both their active and reserve military forces entirely v
with volunteers. Those enlisting in the regular forces, moreover, I
usually incur some reserve obligation at the completion of their

agreed term of active servicp. In this matter, the Canadians

and British mirror tne practice of their continental allies by

obligating discharged regulars for reserve duty until they reach

a certain age. U.S. ground force regulars currently enlist for a
total period of s~x years, with a tour in the reserves completing h
the period, depending on the length of initial active service. p
U.S. careerists with more than one term of active duty may volunteer

for a st.4.pulated period of reserve status after being discharged,

Both American and British citizens, moreover, may volunteer initially

for a term in a special category of reserves, the National Guard

and the Territorial and Army Volunteer Reserve (TAVR) , respectively.

*Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
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Anglo-American practice in the augmentation of active combat

units during a crisis varies considerably. Canada would augment

her brigade group dcployed to Europe in peacetime with other active

forces normally stationed at home. The U.K. plans to augment some

of its active formations with reservists, both individuals and units.

Individuals from the U.K.'s Regular Reserve would be mobilized to

fill selected wartime positions, and some TAVR units would be

activated to deploy and integrate with larger formations of the

British Army of the lihine (BAOR). U.S. augmentations with reservists

would occur by unit, with some combat service support units of the

Selected Army Reserve being activated to enable larger active combat

formations to operate overseas under wartime conditions.

Not yet adopting the practice of their continental partncrs,

the Anglo-American participants in NATO's reinforcement have made no

formal provisions for recalling a specified body of ground force
reservists in advance of formal mobilization. The arrangement

closest to the pre-mobilization recalls in Europe is the U.S.

President's authority to call into active duty up to 90r.000

selected reservists, by unit, without a declaration of national

emergency. But this authorized number includes the recalls of all

three military services. In a crisis, it couId be necesoary to

recall a substantial number of Air Force and Navy reservists to

carry out specific crisis related functions, thereby reducing to

a much lower limit the number of Army reservistý who could be

activated. in theory, at least, the U.K. government is even less

encumbered: Its Secretary of State for Defence has the authority,

unique among NATO member ministers of defense, to call up in the

name of the sovereign any size or composition of reserve force "if it

appears . . . that national danger is imminent or that a great

emergency has arisen."' Such an order must be communicated to the

Parliament "forthwith,'i and if not in session, Parliament would be

called back into session "to continue to sit and act," presumably

for the duration of an eme"fency.

*"The Reserve r. rce Pnt 19F,6 Hal tb E•ra• ,a

Vol. 29, London, Pucterworths, 1971, Sec. 5, p.* ..
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For the most part, Angio-American reinforcement of NATO ground

force formations in the early part of a crisis would be accomplished

with actlve forces, both individuals and units. To enable their

movement as rapidly as possible, these early reinforcements woulo

deploy only with personal and light unit equipment; heavy weapons

and eouipment such as tanks and armored personnel carriers would be

awaiting them near their Furopean destinations. Individual fillers

and selecteo qroeund force units from Canada's active military

establishment would augment the already forward deployed battle

grcuP near its NATC defense Pc~ition. Units of the BAOR serving

on rotation in Ulster would rejoin their parent organization in

Germany. M'ost of three active U.S. Army divisions, augmented only

by some reserve service support units, would fly directly to

Germany to lirk uc with their prepositioned equipment.' Of the

Antzlo-American partners, onli the U.K. plans to reinforce promptly its

NATO committed around forces with combat units from the reserve. Some

TVF. battalions would be deployed tn. the continent along with smailer

lofristics units and individual reservist augmentees.

Within their respective reserve components, the different

Anglo-American memhers of NATO maintain ground combat units that vary

widely in size and in their active duty cadre composition. H.ence, the

reinforcement rcles which these units can play upon mobilization also

vary. Canadian reservists augment its active force strictly as

individuals. Britain's TAVR units are battalion qized or smaller. As

such, the state of training within each unit can be kept relatively

uniform, and some of these units, thus, can be made available for

early reinforcement purposes, U.S. reserve combat units, mostly in

the National Guard, are division or brigade-sized. Composed of many

smaller specialized units, they are, thus, subject to a wide range of

trainine rpadiness. Moreover, while the UK historically has employed

active duty cadre to stiffen and train its reserve units, the United

States s cur-ently only beginning, to experiment with this concept.

U.S. reserve combat units are not counted on as reinforcements until

later in a crisis period.*

oEach a' these divi•ions including the RFORGER unit, would be
i rin, wi tr. one of ;ts brir.a~es already maintained it. Europe during
the non-crisis period.

L A :



Like the continental nations, the Anglo-American members of NATO

must begin formal mobilization before large numbers of reservists may

be called up and before the emergency powers essential to enlarging

key civil support services may be invoked. Except under mobilization

conditions the transportation resources needed to move large numbers

of men and large quantities of eauipment cannot be pressed into

government service. For budgetary reasons, neither can the workloads

and staffs of central agencies be increased substantially. In the

United States, these conditions require a Congressional declaration

(or affirmation) of a state of national emergency. In Canada and the

UK, mobilization involves formal action by the government that, in

turn, brings their respective parliaments promptly into advisory and

overseeing roles. Unlike their continental partners, however, formal

mobilization must be instituted by the Anglo-American governments

before even readiness advancement can take place in significant ways.

Without a declared emergency, substantial numbers of ground force

reservists cannot be activated and, in the United States at least, the

airlift required to move most of the active duty reinforcements

quickly to Europe cannot be assembled.

INTERFACING THE MOPILIZATION MODELS

Sir Peter Hill-Norton has emphasized that if NATO's objective of

deterring a conventional attack is to remain valid, NATO's different

schemes for reinforcing the central region "must be perceived by both

sides" as giving good promise of actually working when a crisis

occurs.. Thus the different mobilization processes by which the

NATO partners plan to reinforce must be well coordinated to enable the

various national resources to move quickly and simultaneously to their

forward defense areas on the continent. The two models of nation.l

mobilization must be able to interface smoothly if deterrence is to

work.

*John Fialka, "Ill-Equipped, Undermanned U.S. Army is Destroyed
in 'Nifty Nugget' Exercise," The Washington Star, November 2, 1979,
p. A-2.

.Hili-Norton, op. cit., p. 35.
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Of course, one cannot predict with any confidence what a scenario

of NATO reinforcement would be. The independent responsibility for

decisions and the freedom of act-,on of each member to advance its own

readiness w,,hen facini a crisis make it impossible to be certain in

what order and to what degrees the various nations would initiate

mobilization procedures. However, if mobilization (V-Dav) were

declared simultaneously among all participants in the reinforcement *f

NATO's central region A= the models were implemented substantially

as described above, some interesting observations may be made, as

follows:

ftior to M-Day

Ir the period preceding an assumed common M-Day, each of the

continental members of NATO could respond to signals of developing

crisis by taking individual measures to advance the readiness state of

its forces. The respective MoDs could invoke their pre-mobilization

authority to recall selected reservists and thereby augment the active

ground combat units of Pelgium, the FRG, and the Netherlands. Some

forward movement of these reinforcements and of active units whose

peacetime basing is at some distance from their forward defense

positions could also take place, within the limited capacity of

unmobilized national transport systems. For example, five active

brigades of the Netherlands 1st Corps are based on Dutch territory in

peacetime even though assigned to NATO and committed to defend

positions along the FRG's eastern border.* Some of this force may be

able to deploy into Germany prior to mobilization.

The pre-mobilization period could also see some redeploy t of

UK and U.S. dual-based forces. Provided suitable replacements could

be assembled to take over their anti-terrorist mission, the BAOR units

on rotation in Ulster could be returned to their organizations in

Germany. So could DAOF personnel on leave or attending schools in the

UK. U.S. REFORGER units and some other dual-based active forces

could be flown to Germany in Military Airlift Command (MAC) ai'craft

by active and some reserve Asr Force crews.

O'. D. M. Furlong, "Dutch Defense Policy for the '10s: LessNun]ePr More Conventional," International fen, Vol. 12,
No. /Iý-79, p. 320.
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Attempting a large-scale deployment of active Anglo-American

foro-:r tL- ge-!',eral ebjbi i I '-ier , e we'ver, co lCd create J iffcou It

proIenms. A&coi'rdIn iug a srie- of arti.1(),2 irt ýl 'ah..r.hLpn Star,

the 1N ftly 4uzc,:t norb'b 17 iir cx ercis con.'uted by the Joist Chiefs

co Staff in October." ',vemner 19'R., irndcated thatj intensive use of the
active U.S. strat.¶'oc a'riift fleet. would be likely to result in

Sioa,•'d,'wns and. bico'aqe:,• ; ;'"'rl m -m g lac's!" n!' n',' s,•,"b sr*,.rt3f aes ofcaros-

ba•ndlini eouicnrnt a'i'.j . ii'. A: t r Foroe reported, "at

least 3i percent Cl the a.' ,-.Ir.' i' r. i r t c in, Nifty !i-'cet

Iove'<r ;©ot. oft` tlt' ci ] 'Jr II. *, , 13, 0 l', C a y [•'t] • .','': ]olm,-o:ur]•:ded. Wc'at has

been a known, shortage of, ra-t.,'e iirn 'I Fart of the shortage

could be relieved thnoup', fu 4 1 activatoi' oI tun, largely passenger

carryine Civilian Po'serve Air lier (C! a -ut only after a declared

national erierwenc,', as part of the m._v available national
mob I li: at j * mc:aau1'•'>'. A ci i 'I c., p.: i' Iit v ,.,'ii ' U ,,•

augment.ed prior to moIiiizatior. to s=m, extent also by the recall of

Ai.r Force reservists using the Preasient': aauttoraty to call u1 en cq,OO

of the Se) ected PeRere. hut to the ext.ent that this rubric were used

for airlift enhancementP. a.eorr,-sr .... l,.isrtat:on would be incurred

in the ability to recall cround loroce reserve unitsz, some of which

micht he needed tc fulfil1 specafic,- urctionc in support of the

deploying active combat fcrrmati.•ns.

Another kind of orobir, would ). faced at the receivinr end (f

an' large-scale, premrnbilizaton d,.-;i'x"'ifnt cf' act ive forces to

Europe. Under the assumed aircumt are of a comno-, t-D'ay within the V
Alliance, such a deployment would take piace prior to the mobilization

of essential transportati.on resources- an..! civilian manpower inoos jn

uroepe . Thus, o~vŽ lian transporl-t 'irot ao.i distribution industries

would be conduetiors business a,: Isuai. D'cklnc and air terminal F
farllitis would be Ccoinj'Jd bv comrn,'ci]il traffic. Reserve forces

L ' P 11 rrit:: of, t h, Inr',a ir' Žtor t•t ,r'', de ,iated to military

nateriJ hnd.ail , "i and lota. tra!".s .'l'.iow uainder mobilization

,2kajr_ ""'.v errc 3, lq,'>, p.t-'

o J..Ia1k



conditions, would still be Oit<a,•od in regulýr civilian pursuits. In

short, much of the European capability to rc-oelve and dist'ribute the

reinforcing Anglo-Ameri jan manpower and materiel , dependent on

national mobilizations, would not yet be formed.

After M-Day

Theoretically, oncp rnbili:atjor has been declared, interactions

between the two models should proceed smoothly 'o enable NATO's

reinforcement. Pfter that poild , the eosential civilian services and

reserve forces needed t. make reinforoement. work would be activated in

each participating nation, and there would be no impedlirnents to a

smooth flow e!:' qen and materiel into NATO's central region--

theor.atiil. 'Onse the NATO reinforceent process begins in

earnest, howe%-r, the participating nations must anticipate management

problems resulting from the sheer magnitude of the operation. It

prior planning and organization are not thorough enough to accommodate

the complex flows of different national resources--both to and from

the Continent--NATO'zs system for reinforcement might quickly become

overwhelmed.

Some of these reinforcement management problems were experienced

by officials of the U.b. bepartmeat cf Defense during the

aforementioned Nifty Nugget deployment exercizse. Hut problems of the

sort detailed below could well affect many of the NATO partners and

the Alliance headquarters as well.*

,•uItant ou2 d on the transoory_ , Many movements

of men -nd materiel that are nrcossary to NATO's deterrent, posture

cannot be made now until mobilization has formally been called into

being. At that point, therefore, a large number of simultaneous

demands would be levied on the transport system. In Nifty Nugget, for

example, major shipments of military materiel coul6 not be arranged

until a national eýmerwency had been declared, even though it was clear

at that moment that war- reserve stocks antd prfnpositlcned ammunition

'Unless speclficai ýv footnoted, all the ex:ap es cited have been
taken from the serip uf orticf es by 11ohn lialka on exercise Nifty
Nugget appear in. ir; n_ !!chvenb-r- 1q ,.

j~



levels in Europe were well below what was needed for the early

deploying active dlvisions. Exercise players found that, apart from a

national emerwency, such items could not be withdrawn and shipped

overseas from the Army materiel command storage sites. Then, once the

authcritv was obtained, such emergency shipments competed for airlift

scheduling with the movement of needed augmentation forces.

Crrticsorce !imitatons. The simultaneous

demands of large-scale reinforcement operations r..:,ke the

:,fo,-ementioned limitations on the availability of airlift aircraft

even more acute. Although emergency activation of the CRAF would

provide adequate passen-er carrying capacity, the limitations on

large-size cargo capacity would continue to be severe. In addition,

Nifty Nugget traffic managers also found that the carrying capacity of

U.S. railroads delayed the shipment of tanks and other heavy military

cargo from their storage depots to ports of embarkation. This kind of

limitation might affect the performance of Furopean surface transport

as well. in a situation invo]ving competing demands on a large scale,

rolling stock of a particular capacity might have to be relocated to

portions of the rail system where the need for that equipment was
wreatest. 1

Cha_ Q._ _n_) r . j & _ nd_ d Lt . In actual crises,

mi itarv commanders and traffic mhnawers are quite likely to want to

alter predetermined movement priorities and change the planned

disposition sf specific units or equipment so as to deal with the

specific crisis situation. Even in the JCS exercise, attempts to

replace inoperative surface-tc-air missiles from C)NUJS units and to

fill depleted prepositioned eouipment stocks early in the

reinfcrcement ran afoul of pre-[lanned airlift scheduling for' the

du-liverv of lowistical supnort for forward deploying units.

Computer-supported load planning had to oe put aside, and the manual

methods adopted in its place caused considerable delays and deviations

;'ro. the anticipate,! a')rlift sortie rate.

IL:



2ack-flow of civiliang and militarya The idea of

reinforcing NATO tends to produce images of a steady Wesu-East flow of

manpower and materiel and of a management effort dedicated to that

end, but the movement management problem is much more complex. In

Nifty Nugget, airlift assets used to move troops to Europe were also

used on the return leg to bacichaul military casualties and civilian

dependents who were being evacuated from the likely combat and

logistical buildup areas. The resulting transfer of large numbers of

civilians onto military ports of embarkation in the CONUS tended to

overwhelm reception facilities and administrative services. It

interfered with the primary task of processing military personnel for

reinforcement assignments and assembling them for movement overseas.

The arrival of casualties also created an unanticipated demand for

traffic management to assure that they were moved expeditiously to

hospitals in other parts of the United States. One's imagination need

;ot roam. too wildly to visualize similar problems occurring at

European terminals and processing centers during a crisis. Sir John

Hackett includes in his provocative narrative, The Third World War,

the spectre of thousands of German civilians pouring into the

transportation nodes and jamming the surface routes of communication

at the very time when NATO reinforcements and garrisoned troops were

attempt. ng to move up to forward defense positions.*

_trotional delays• and bregakdorQln In addition to the delays

resulting from the specific problems noted above, other delays are

bound to occur for random operational reasons. Only a few will be

mentioned here. One of the most commonly encountered sources of delay
is eouir."ent failure, frequently a function of high-volume use and

continued exposure to potential mishandling. Unde- the conditions of

jarge-scale mobilization and reinforcement and the stresses of an

intern;tional crisis, these variables will ohtain. Another possible

source of delays and altered programs in a real crisis is weather.

Particularly in Western Europe, there will be days when low visibility

'ý, ereral Sir John Hackett, et ai., Tk j _Ei_• d_ arAU ..
'ý89, (New York: Macmillan Publishinp Co., Inc., 1978), pp. 157, I66.
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precludes continuous air traffic and when hazardous road

conditions contribute to surface transport snarls. Still another

source of delays is the occasional, localized unavailability of

sufficient spare parts of a particular kind. No amount of preplanning

can avoid completely the occasional occurrence of this kind of

problem. And when it occurs, as it will during intensive deployment

operations, movements of particular cargoes and adherence to preferred

schedules simply may not be possible until the missing item can be

obtained or fashioned.

The reader will recall that these problems have been suggested as

likely to follow the initiation of large-scale reinforcement enabled

by national mobilization. Further, that mobilization was assumed in

this discussion to occur on an M-Day common to all participants in

defense of NATO's central region. J._, however, national

mobilizations may nLL occur simultaneously, or nearly 6u, the

potential for uncoordinated deployments and conflicting

demands on available facilities can increase exponentially.

AREAS OF POTENTIAL IPMVEMENT

If NATO's reinforcement is to take place with a minimum of snarls

and confusion, so as to enhance rather than detract from deterrence,

it should be evident that national mobilization and deployment actions

must be well coordinated. It is equally evident that this is unlikely

to occur unless the participating nations engage jointly in the

anticipation of problems ar:' the preplanning of options well in

advance of a crisis. Whether arranged through '.,ATO offices or engaged

in bilaterally, joint planning of the interactions that mUat occur

among the reinforcement steps of the different NATO partners is

essential.

Joint planning could be pursued profitably in the following

areas:

o Inc.reased availability of ore-m bo Ztion reIq r__. Joint

planning should encourage nations to increase the variety and

magnitude of resource-supply actions they can take prior to formal
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mobilization. In some cases, this would require special legislation

to be drafted by national governments and submitted to their

parliaments for study and possible enactment. Examples might include:

(1) larger partial activation packages for an emergency civil air

fleet, perhaps to include European as well as U.S. CRAF airframes and

crews; (2) executive authority to shift large quantities of U.S.

military equipment and munitions to storage sites in Europe to meet

pre-mobilization emergency demands; (3) executive authority to

activate selectively and deploy European reserve combat units

earmarired for NATO service; (4) doublina the number of Selected

Reserve personnel that the U.S. President Can recall without the

formal declaration of a national emergency.

o s nbers of European reselve_ oma Joint

planning should explore the capability of European nations to organize

and ecuip addition-1 major combat units to be earmarked for NATO

services from their reserve components.* While this provision would

not be likely to contribute directly to reinforcement early in the

crisis, it could encouraze earlier activation and commitment of some

presently earmarked units. Units now being deliberately reserved for

later commitment to NATO corps commanders could be replaced in that

role by the newer units and thus freed for earlier deployment to the

forward defense areas.

o Alternative ways to obtain receDtion pervices. Joint planning

should pursue alternatives to national mobilization for obtaining in

Europe the supporting services essential to the reception of

reinforcements from other nations. For example, commercial contracts

might be arranged to obligate European firms to make available the

*The available option of increasing the numbers of European
reserve combat units as been articulated impressively by Brifadier
Kenneth Hunt, in a seminar paper "European Military Postures,' that he
presented at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars,
Washinvton, P.C., 28 February 1980. Advantages that would be
provided. by additional European reserve units have been advocated
also by Steven Canby in "European Mobilization, U.S, and NATO
Reserven," A•n_ _LVol. 4, No. 2, February 1978;
and in "VATO Dfense: the Problem is Not More Money,"1

_adjji_•ju•rnal, Vol. 8, No. 1, Autumn 1979.
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machines, vehicles, and operators needed when manpower and

accompanying equipment begin arriving at aerial ports on the

continent. Regular civil agencies of the host governments might

furnish selected employees who could be trained in advance to perform

the administrative functions associated with processing the arriving

reinforcements and cargoes and with allocating them to appropriate

provisions for distribution and assembly.

o Central authority to coordinate and manage deployments

Joint planning should devise a central authority within NATC

Headquarters to oversee and coordinate the national planning for NATO

reinforcement and dependent evacuation. This same office, when a

decision te reinforce is made, would then manage the interaction of

the different reception activities and transport systems to facilitate

a smooth reinforcement operation. Such an authority would provide an

administrative arrangement similar to that now afforded by the U.S.

Joint Deployment Agency* at the level of the Alliance.

It would insure an internationally integrated movement of various

resources still under national control until they were formally turned

over to SACEUR's control in the military theater.

Joint p]anning is a vital feature of NATO peacetime activity, and

it proceeds already in many areas. Vigorous effort in the planning

areas suggested above, however, would lead NATO members to the heart

of effective reinforcement. And unless NATO exerts such effort in

advance to ensure the coordinated flow of men and equipment in a

crisis, the different national processes of mobilization could produce

an effect opposite to the enhancement of deterrence. Uncoordinated

mobilization arnd deployments might even encourage the Warsaw Pact to

attack while NATO's confusion was most evident.

*Allan R. Scholin, "joint Deployment Agency Goes to Work," AIL
forge MagazIne, January 1980, pp. 50-54.


